Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation [if general]
MSC Surgical Science and Practice

Brief note about nature of change: Update of description of assessment methods for two modules

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2018 http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/mosbcisscienceandprac

Effective date
For students on course at MT 2019, for first examination in 2019-20

Detail of change

- 1.7(a) Four Six written assignments, one on each of related to the modules in the Schedule below, each of not more than 4,000 words in length.

- 1.8(b) Two assignments consisting of multiple choice questions or structured short questions.
online project working and practical tests related to the modules in Schedule B.

[1.9] (c) (b)

[1.10] The assignments set out in clauses 5(a) to (b) shall be submitted....The dissertation under 5 (c) (b) shall be submitted.....to the examiners for the MSc in Surgical Science and Practice c/o Registry, Department for Continuing Education, 1 Wellington Square.....

[1.12] 7. The examiners may award a distinction to candidates for the M.Sc.

[1.13] 8. Candidates who fail to satisfy the examiners in any part of the examination under 5 (a)-(c) (b) above may will be permitted to resubmit work...


After [1.37] insert

____________ Human Factor Teamwork and Communication*

____________ Healthcare Innovation and Technology

After [1.38] delete

**Schedule B**

- **[1.39]** Human factors, teamwork and communication*
- **[1.40]** [For students starting before MT 2018: Surgical technology and robotics]
- **[1.41]** [For students starting from MT 2018: Healthcare Innovation and Technology]

Retain [1.42]

**Explanatory Notes**